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Free Essay: Characteristics of a Successful Student. To much studying can cause stress, and dense learning habits,
also pushing your self to.

This includes listening to them when they are explaining homework or projects and following their
instructions on how to behave in class. By staying home and studying, they will be able to pass their classes
and understand what the professor is talking about when he lectures. Your review has been posted. Another
new habit college students must create is becoming organized; it will make college much easier. Instead, if
they just become organized, they will find everything much faster. You should also be sure to get permission
from your teacher before eating in class. When students explain concepts to one another, they are able to learn
and absorb the information more easily. Inversely, students that may need clarification on areas of study are
able to ask peers in order to be able to better understand the course materials. A good student will realize this
and will utilize his or her good work habits to his or her advantage. Try finding various students in your class,
rather than friends you already have. Note that it may be tempting to type up your notes, especially during a
lecture where the teacher talks too fast to write everything down. It could be beneficial to take notes on your
outside readings and lecture slides if you have the time. Moreover, whatever you are doing on your phone is
likely to grab the attention of your classmates around you, distracting them from the class material as well. A
successful student should be a student that can balance school with social life. Being on time is a
demonstration that you do care about your study; it is also a proof that you are motivated and eager to have
successful results. In order to combat this, you should keep a few light snacks in your backpack or pockets to
munch on throughout the day. I believe that success in college is determined by who the student is and if they
are attending college for the right reasons. The first habit students need to have is the respect of time. Some
students that begin their first semester of college find themselves struggling to keep up because of their old
inadequate study habits and lackadaisical mentality. Time Management is a big role in being successful and.
College students are going to have to pay for college supplies and if they are constantly late for work, they
will eventually get fired, but once they manage their time correctly, they will not need to worry about that. By
hitting these points we will break down how a student turns his academic life around and succeed in the
classroom. By managing their time, they will get their work done quicker; they will not feel rushed to finish,
and it will make work much simpler. Additionally, many high schools and colleges offer tutoring sessions free
of charge to students who seek extra help with their courses.


